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ECG VT 3420 2in1
Jerome
Stick vacuum cleaner 2in1
Product code: 100001831744
EAN: 8592131309111









2in1 design (with hand vacuum feature)

Motorized rotary brush with LED lighting

Cordless

Up to 60 minutes run time per charge

 2in1 stick vacuum / hand vacuum
for versatile cleaning

 Suitable for all flooring materials

 Efficient cleaning of dry dirt

 Easily converts to hand vacuum

 Cordless battery-powered design
for faster, more convenient

cleaning
 High-efficiency cyclonic filter

system
 Washable nonwoven fabric filter

 Foam motor intake filter

 Bag-free operation with removable
dustbin

 0.6 liter (20 fl oz) dustbin volume

 Motorized rotary brush for
thorough cleaning

 Integrated LED floor illumination
for easier cleaning

 Powerful 75 W motor

 4 kPa vacuum power

 2 power levels

 Quality rubberized castors

 Overheat protection

 High-performance Li-Ion battery;
14.8 V (4× 3.7 V); 2,200 mAh

 Up to 40 minutes (low power) / 25
minutes (high power) per charge

 Charge time 4–4.5 h

 Mains power

 Foldable handle for easy storage

 Accessories: 2in1 head with brush;
motorized brush; charger

 Nominal output power: 75 W

 Nominal voltage: 

– AC: 100–240 V; 50/60 Hz 

– DC: 17.5 V; 550 mA
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Technical specification

Input power (W) 75

Voltage/Frequency
(V/Hz) 14.8

Power supply Cordless

Bettery type Li-Ion 2200mAh

Power cord length
(cm) 180

Adapter

100-240V ~ AC
50/60Hz; 0,5A Max

17,5V 550 mA 9,625W

Noise level (dB) <80

Fuse Yes

Product specification

Filtration Type Washable filter

HEPA filter No

Dust Bag or dust
container volume
(ml) 600

Dust bag type Bagg less

Power regulation Yes

Charging time 4,5 hours

Operation time 25 / 40 minutes

Docking station No

Locking system for
floor nozzle and
handle -

Charging battery
indicator Yes

Design

Colour Blue

Accessories

Tapered nozzle Yes
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Weight & dimensions
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Cleans Floors and Car Interiors
Meet the ECG VT 3420 2in1 JEROME, a reliable stick vacuum cleaner that makes cleaning any floor
easy and can also help with crumbs on car seats, tables, or countertops. The drive unit easily detaches
from the accessories to function as a compact cordless handheld vacuum.  

Aside from its flexibility, the cleaner also offers a convenient bag-free design, long battery life, and
a highly efficient cyclonic filter system, making for a highly versatile household helper.

Convenient Cordless Cleaning
This vacuum cleaner is powered by a high-capacity Li-Ion battery, saving you the fuss of tripping
over power cords and hunting for sockets in range. A full charge lasts for up to 40 minutes of
operation.  

A full recharge cycle takes about 4–4.5 hours.

High-Efficiency Bagless Filter
The ECG VT 3420 2in1 JEROME stick vacuum uses a high-efficiency cyclonic filter system,
complemented by a washable nonwoven textile filter and a foam intake air filter. This is a bagless
design with a removable dustbin that you simply empty when required.  

Cyclonic filtering uses the vacuum’s air current to circulate collected dust and dirt, separating
larger pieces from fine dust like a centrifuge. This obviates the need for a bag, and large objects
such as earrings or Lego bricks are guaranteed to end up in the bin, instead of potentially damaging the filter or
motor.

Made for Cleaning
ECG stick vacuums are engineered to please, with every component designed to make your chores easier
and more effective. At the heart of the appliance is a high-power two-speed motor developing up to 75
W of power. The motorized rotary brush further improves cleaning performance. Rounding out the set
are practical features for ease of use, such as LED illumination of the work area, quality rubberized
castors, and a folding handle. Overheat protection ensures safe operation.  

All the basic accessories are included: a 2in1 brush head, the motorized brush, and a charger.
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